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It is shown that a necessary condition for the local solvability of the operator 
P(x, D) = P,‘(x, D) .I- Pz,,-1(x, D), where P&z, D) is an vrth-order homo- 
geneous differential operator of principal type with real coefficients, is that 
along any null-bicharacteristic strip of P,(w, 5) the imaginary part of the sub- 
principal symbol cannot have an odd-order zero where its real part does not 
vanish. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
For a linear partial differential operator P(x, D) of principal type there are 
necessary and sufficient conditions [ 1, 31 for the local solvability of P(x, D) 
in a domain Q C R,v. For operators not of principal type, the results are not 
as complete. For certain operators of the form P = X*X + R, it has been 
shown [5j that P is locally solvable (hypoelliptic) if and only if R avoids a 
certain discrete set of values on the characteristic variety of X. For the operator 
P = 2,2 + iu(t ) it has been shown [4] that the operator P is solvable in 
a neighborhood of the origin if tither 
or 
u(0) = 0 (1.1) 
Re(a(0)) # 0 and Im(a(t)) has constant sign in a neighborhood of t = 0. (1.2) 
Conversely, P is not solvable at the origin if 
Re(a(0)) + 0, and Im(a(t)) has an odd order zero at the origin. (1.3) 
The similarity between conditions (1.2), (1.3) and the Nirenberg-Treves 
solvability conditions for operators of principal type is obvious. 
In this paper we shall consider an operator of the form 
P(x, D) = P& q o P&, D) + Pam-1(x, 0) (D = (l/W,), 
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where P,J.Y, D) is an mth-order homogeneous differential operator of principal 
type with real coefficients, with “0” denoting composition of operators, and 
P2,,-r(.r, D) is an operator of order 2m - 1. We shall prove the following 
theorem. 
‘I’HEOH~I. I’(x, II) is not solcable in a neighborhood of a point x, if there 
exists [,, E Ha” ,- (0) such that 
(1.4a) 
and 
Im(P&,,-,(.r, 5)) has an odd-order zero at (so, 5-J 
along the null-bicharacteristic strip for Z’,Jx, 0 through (x,, , &), 
(1.4c) 
with Pi,,, .,(x, 5) the sum of the terms exactly of order 2m - 1 in Poe,-,(x, E). 
We remark here that the subprincipal symbol of P equals 
and is certainly equal to R&(X, 5) along anv null-bicharactcristic strips of _
P,,,(x, 4). Hence we could replace P.&,-l in conditions (b) and (c) by the sub- 
principal symbol, and it then follows from the invariance of the subprincipal 
symbol that conditions (b) and (c) are invariant. The author would also like 
to remark that he believes that conditions analogous to (1.1) and (1.2) imply 
that P(s, D) is locally solvable. 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We shall assume that x0 == 0. By standard arguments [6], the proof that 
the equation 
Pu =f 
is not solvable in any neighborhood of the origin can be reduced to the proof 
that for every positive integer K and neighborhood U of the origin, there exist 
functions u, $ E Cm(U), and finitely many functions q,, E CoZ( I;), p := 0, I,..., I, 
such that with 
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and with a suitable constant C > 0, we have 
We now choose U(S) to be a real-valued solution in some neighborhood of 
the origin of the characteristic equation 
P,(s, Vu(x)) = 0 
satisfying the conditions 
WO) L - 50 9 u(0) I= 0. 
It follows that 
7 tz(nr-2)+2 
pv, = jym-2 c a,~-uei(A%(z) bw(Z)) 
u.4 
with 
n,,(x) :
[ 
; I$)@, Vu(x)) Pf, Vu(x)) $ g - P;m&, V?@))] To(X). 
1.1=1 0 I 
The crucial step in the proof consists of showing that for every positive integer s 
there exists a solution (cl(x) of the equation 
c P~'(x,Vu(x))P~)(x, vu(x))(a~lax,)(a~~ax,) 
l.Q--1 
= P&-,(x, Vu(x)) -t O(l x I"), IXl-20 (2-l) 
satisfying, with a constant a > 0 and integer k equal to the order of the zero 
of Im(Pi,,-r) at (0, &,), the inequality 
Im 4(x) > a x Iktl 
for all x in some neighborhood of the origin and the condition (cl(O) =- 0. The 
functions vu can then be found exactly as in [6]. 
consider first the case k = I. Since Pi,,-l(O, &,) f 0, instead of (2.1) we 
may solve 
vvhich is equivalent to finding a formal power series solution 
$h(x) - aF,,, (W$h(O),2P)(x%!) 
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of the equation 
Equating cocfficicnts of Y’) on both sides of (2.2), we obtain the equation 
Since P,,,(x, 6) is of principal type, WC may assume that Px’(O, to) -# 0, and 
then set 
Since Pimml(O, 4,) E H, we can, if need be, replace to by to and assume that 
G,,,-Iv4 foe) E R- and hcncc that (P,7,1-,(0, fo))‘:2 E R which implies that 
(L+/&,)(O) E R. Kcxt, WC equate the coefficients of xj (j = I,..., Iv) on both 
sides of (2.2) so as to obtain the equations 
g (R&(0, cu(o))l:*, j = I)...) N. (2.3) 
‘. I 
By [2, Lemma 6.1.41, there is a symmetric matrix (2*$(O)jax, 8x,) with positive 
definite imaginary part satisfying (2.3) if and only if 
,g, P!f(O, to) Im[(a,Lk,)(P;, .r(O, VZ~(O)))‘:~] > 0. (2.4) 
By choosing the correct sign for the square root, (2.4) is implied by 
$, Pjf(O, fo) lm[(Z. Bs,)(P.&-,(O, Vu(O)))] -7; 0, 
which is condition (1 A) when k : 1. ?‘he remaining terms in the expansion 
for 1,5(x) can be found as in [6] by equating the higher powers of x on both 
sides of (2.2). 
Consider now the case where k is an odd integer greater than one. \\‘e note 
that since P(x, 0) not solvable at points arbitrarily close to 0 implies that 
P(x, 11) is not solvable at 0, we may henceforth assume that in some neighbor- 
hood of (0, fob) Im(P;,,+,(s, E)) dots not have a first-order zero along any null- 
bicharactcrktic strip of prn(x, 6). ‘41 so, since TP,JO, 4,) f 0, by changing 
coordinates we may assume that P,$‘(s, ‘Cu(x)) .-- 1 and i’IJ’(.s, ‘Vu(x)) == 0 
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for q > I. Actually, since P,Jx, D) is no longer homogeneous, P,,, should be 
replaced by the principal part of P, . Equation (2.2) now becomes 
As is the case when K = 1, condition (I .4c) and the correct choice of sign 
for (P;m-.l(O, CU(O)))‘/~ imply that 
Im[(Ejjax,‘)(P;,_,(O, Vu(O)))““] = 0 (2.6) 
for j L- O,..., k - 1, and 
Im[(a~/ax1”)(P2m-l(0, VU(O)))~/*] > 0. 
We shall use the following lemma of Nircnberg and Treves. 
(2.7) 
LEMMA. Let v(t, x) be Cm in a netj$borhood of the origin and such that 
&tit, x) = 0 whenever y(t, x) = 0. Furthermore, suppose that all t derivatives 
of p)(t, x) of order less than k vanish at the origin and that atky(t, 0) > 0 in a 
ne&hborhood oft = 0. Then all t derivatives of T&t, x) up to order [(k - 1)/Z] 
must also vanish at the origin. 
Proof. See [3, Lemma 1.11. 
Replacing x1 by t, (x2 ,..., x,) by x = (x, ,..., x,,), and (P;,-J1/3 by q, (2.5) 
becomes 
We now simply set 
with C a constant greater than zero. Taking imaginary parts of both sides 
of (2.8), we obtain 
+ iC 1 s in. (2.9) 
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Consider Eq. (2.9) in a neighborhood of the origin with “sufliciently” small 
diameter. By (2.6) and (2.Q the first term on the right-hand side of (2.9) 
is bounded from below by C’,+’ with C, > 0. Since (8j’1,W 6~) d0, 0) : 0 
for j .< [(k - 1)/2], the inequality between geometric and arithmetic means 
implies that the second term in (2.9) is bounded by C3(&+-’ + (I/~)x*) with 
C, > 0 and independent of E. Since the third term in (2.9) is bounded by 
c, 1 x 12, by choosing C large enough it follows that 
Im+(t, X) 3 u(W1 $ j s 1”) > u(P+’ + 1 .+ Ikr*) 
> a’ i(t, xp, 
with a and Q’ constants greater than zero. 
The author hopes to examine the sufficiency question at a later date. 
Noti added in proof A. Me&off [7] has rcccntly shown that if Im(P&) has constant 
sign, and isolated zeros, along the null-bicharacteristics of Z’,,, , the P is locally solvable. 
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